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ABSTRACT

Title:

One Dimensional Neural Time Series Generation

Author:

Kaleb Earl Smith

Major Advisor:

Anthony O’Neal Smith, Ph.D.

Time dependent data is a main source of information in today’s data driven world.

Generating this type of data though has shown its challenges and made it an in-

teresting research area in the field of generative machine learning. The challenge

with this one-dimensional (1D) data has been for applications in machine learn-

ing to gain access to a considerable amount of quality data needed for algorithm

development and analysis. Modeling synthetic data using a Generative Adver-

sarial Network (GAN) has been at the heart of providing a viable solution. Our

work focuses on one dimensional times series and explores the “few shot” genera-

tion approach, which is the ability of an algorithm to perform well with limited

data. This work proposes the first of its kind, few shot generation model called

Time Series GAN (TSGAN) which looks to harden its time series generation by

learning the conditional input with spectral characteristics. TSGAN is comprised

of two sub-networks which work on two aspects of generation: first generating

two-dimensional (2D) representations of the signals and second, using those 2D

generations to generate 1D signals. TSGAN shows impressive results in the time

series generation community and is tested on a large open source data set cov-

ering multitudes of sensor collection types. TSGAN outperforms its competitors

in generation on community published metrics describing quality and usability of
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the synthetic data. Extending TSGAN, we propose unified TSGAN (uTSGAN),

a method which unifies the loss functions to cohesively blend the learning de-

pendency of the two sub-networks. uTSGAN shows a quality increase generating

realistic time series data and does so in less training time than its predecessor on

the same experimental data, outperforming TSGAN in over 80% of the data sets.

Lastly, we introduce our favored method for signal generation, penalized-uTSGAN.

A derivative of uTSGAN which looks to enhance signal generation by penalizing

the 2D conditional information learned from the first sub-network.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The possibilities of solving rare, complex problems are endless if an abundance

of data for each issue is present. If a researcher could supply an algorithm with

enough data, the chance of solving significant problems increases. For example,

forecasting weather patterns, predicting the stock exchange, identifying rare heart

disease in an ECG, or diagnosing a brain tumor in an EEG in the early stages.

As can be imagined, for some of these problems there is not enough data

available, and other means of data collection is challenging. That is why data

generation is essential in the machine learning community and garners substantial

interest with researchers worldwide. The scenarios described above fall into a

category of one dimensional (1D) continuous-valued time series data events. This

category of data is considered one of the more complicated to generate due to

its rapid frequency fluctuations, noise levels, and sensitivity of the sensors used

for collection. Throughout this work, when we refer to time series data or time-

dependent signals, we refer to this 1D type and no other.

We also explore this problem of generating realistic time series data when there
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is little to no training data initially available. We ask the question, "is it possible to

enhance generative adversarial networks (GAN) by utilizing the data in multiple

ways?", and "Can we exploit the ability of deep generative models to perform

well on image data to the one dimensional time series domain?" The work in this

dissertation, the details of our contributions address the following:

• generate realistic time series data;

• create a universal unsupervised time series generative model;

• develop a few shot generative model for time series data.

Previous time series generation approaches typically published on their tailored

solution to private data sets. Be it conditioned on certain vital features of the

data, or the specific data itself, each method is customized to the data set. Many

of these data sets are private, which prohibits the community’s ability to reproduce

results or simply visualize the generated time series. This work looks to develop a

comprehensive algorithm for time series generation across a spectrum of data sets.

We seek to shows no data type dependency, and no prior knowledge of data set

required.

The original GAN publication has gained are over nineteen-thousand citations,

leading the way to over ten thousand variations of a GAN to generate data. Of

these, it is safe to say less than 1% deal with time series generation. Furthermore,

from this small pool of work there are no current models that address the few shot

generation approach for time-dependent signals.

We propose a novel GAN architecture called Time Series GAN (TSGAN) and

variants: unified-TSGAN (uTSGAN) and penalized-uTSGAN. These networks
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leverage the rich history of GAN work in the image domain to provide condi-

tioning for the time series domain. TSGAN and its variants enhance time series

generation by focusing on the signal’s spectral information in the image domain

and using spectrogram images for conditioning time series generation. This work:

• shows via experimental results that TSGAN can produce realistic time series

data on a extensive public available data set with published metrics. We

also show a visual representation that the generated signals resemble original

signals of interest.

• pushes the envelope for universal generation on various univariate or mul-

tivariate signals, i.e. collected from sensors, spectrograms and image trans-

lations, devices, motion, medical, simulations, traffic, speech, and acoustic

data.

• is the first few shot method for time series generation in the community,

and shows successful results producing realistic time series data for data

sets containing as few as twenty training samples per class and achieving

quantitative metrics similar to the real data.

Theoretically, we have developed an approach for few shot time series genera-

tion that may provide insight into similar challenges in other domains. Practically,

this will help advance research areas that are data deprived.

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 an exten-

sive literature review is done addressing deep generative models in the time series

domain. In Chapter 3 we introduce the novel TSGAN architecture with two in-

dependent networks that leverage spectral image generation to condition the time

series modeling. Chapter 4, unifies the networks and exhibits better performance
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on many of the data sets. We look to improve on the unified approach in Chapter

5, where we enforce a local image reconstruction on spectral images. Each of the

chapters we will detail the strengths of our approach and provide both quantitative

and qualitative results. Lastly, in Chapter 6, we summarize our contributions and

discuss future work on our contribution.
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Chapter 2

The History of Time Series

Generation

Generating time series data has been attempted for many years with the intent to

assist forecasting, prediction, and discrimination algorithms [183, 93, 9, 121, 66,

133, 14, 58, 79]. Since this work addresses the gap in time series generation with a

deep learning approach, we focus our related works on similar deep approaches to

generate the same type of data. The goal is not to provide a comprehensive review,

but what follows is a brief background analysis in the deep methods researched

along with some applications of these methods in generating time series data.

2.1 Recurrent Neural Networks

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) introduced an advanced approach for deep

architectures better suited for supervised sequential learning [145, 168]. An intro-

duction to their formulation and their subsequent versions follows before looking
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Figure 2.1: A RNN architecture with hidden nodes, hi, weight matrices, Wi, inputs,
xi, and outputs yi.

at their ability to generate time series data. In Figure 2.1, the fundamental RNN

architecture resembles a rolled out neural network. A RNN has no restriction on

the input size and correlates knowledge learned from the previous time steps/in-

puts to affect the output sequence. This learning from the "past" helps the RNN

model make decisions based dependent on past information. Given an input vector

x, the RNN computes the hidden vector h and output vector y by computing the

following through the entirety of the input sequence length t:

ht = H(Wxxt +Whht−1 + bh), (2.1)
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and

yt = Wyht + by, (2.2)

where Wi are the weight matrices, b is the bias terms and H is the hidden layer

function. Typically, the activation function of the hidden nodes are sigmoid or

hyperbolic tangent functions, which are simple in structure but introduce com-

plexity in training these networks. One advantage of these functions is that they

assist with vanishing gradients which stop the convergence of training and results

in poor results [9, 62, 180]. The RNN also suffer from long term gap dependencies

in the data, i.e. the RNN tends to fail if the end of the sequence being gener-

ated depends on the beginning of the sequence for relevant information [162]. To

combat this RNN issue, Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) neural networks, and

Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) were developed, demonstrating improved training

convergence [34, 35, 58, 78]. Both of these predecessors share the similar archi-

tecture as the RNN, but differ in how information is passed to the hidden nodes

from the input to produce the output. Theses methods focus on different means

in calculating the hidden vectors by having gated activation functions in order to

remember mathematically relevant information from past data. Both LSTM and

GRU define their gates to include an input gate, input modulation gate, output

gate, forget gate, a cell state and a hidden state.

The LSTM and GRU allow for units of older inputs to be bypassed if needed

and enables the network to learn longer dependencies. RNN networks intrinsically

configure memory while training with respect to the data. This auto configuration

differs from RNN which, overwrite the content at each time step. Looking at the

LSTM and GRU improvements, it is clear to see the extra computing power needed

exponentially increases to train these networks until convergence. A vast amount
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of empirical evaluation of these three networks was performed by Chung et al. [34]

showing a comparison of the networks, and shows that when a bias is added to the

LSTM, the GRU architecture is recovered.

Sequence generation for these networks have been used predominantly in text

based applications and shown have success when the gap dependencies are not

significant [61]. Since text generation is outside of the scope of this dissertation,

we look at how RNN was used to make an attempt to generate music and audio

time series data.

Utilizing an RNN for this type of data generation is typically done incorporating

past data to predict the next sequences; i.e., if twenty samples were looked at in

the past, then the RNN could create ten new samples based on those twenty to

continue. An apparent fault to this technique arises when the initial data in the

sequence is not optimal. Then the subsequent of the sequence generated data will

be poor quality. Chen and Mikkulainen [24] were one of the first authors to explore

pairing their network with genetic algorithms for training to generate melodies.

The method had revealed limitations, and could not scale to other instruments,

pitches, chords, or lulls in the music, and the melodies created had no global flow.

Eck and Schmidhuber [47] made an attempt address the global structure that exist

within generated music. With the use of LSTM, they were able to combat the

vanishing gradient, which enabled the network to generate music with the correct

timing and proper structure. However, the LSTM network suffers from scalability

and expensive computational time. Boulanger-Lewandowski et al. [16] combined

an RNN with a Restricted Boltzmann machine to model temporal dependencies in

high dimensional sequences, and demonstrated results for generating polyphonic

music, learning harmonic and rhythmic probabilistic rules, but again suffered the
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same scaling challenge. Nayebi and Vitelli [119] created GRUV: an algorithmic

music generation technique that focuses on combining the LSTM and GRU for

music generation. GRU performed better in training by producing a lower loss

metric, but its generated samples were unsatisfactory. Meanwhile, the LSTM

flourished in comparison to adding noise and audio discrepancies.

Chem and Mikulainen, Jaques et al. [83, 84] merged reinforcement learning

with the LSTM architecture to generate music with a consistent flow. Their tech-

nique utilized RNN reinforcement learning to help long training time and hyperpa-

rameter tuning. They displayed that a combination of machine and reinforcement

learning could produce more pleasing melodies, that significantly reduces unwanted

behaviors and failure modes within RNN learning. A drawback is that their method

requires a custom handwritten reward function that has to be developed for each

domain and data set, causing more unwanted time and subject matter expertise.

2.2 Deep Autoregressive Networks

Autoregressive models are stable which permits them to perform well as generation

networks. Other attributes that make them favorable is their ability to bet trained

in parallel, fast inference to the new predictions, and no truncated back propagation

through time. These deep models are similar to recurrent models, and use neural

networks to generate data by taking input data (or some spread over the input

data) that is used to predict the next time step [11]. Autoregressive models make

predictions when a value from a time series is regressed on previous values.

The most well-known deep autoregressive model in literature is WaveNet [125]

inspired by the work from Oord et al. [126] PixelCNN, which performs auto re-
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gression on pixels to generate new images. PixelCNN is a deep autoregressive

network that couples a recurrent neural network (RNN) and convolution neural

network (CNN) to produce pixels sequentially. Similar to the PixelCNN approach,

WaveNet generates audio. Where autoregressive networks do well is in the ability

to generate both continuous and discrete data, which can not be done with other

techniques. It also allows for data splits while training and validating the network.

These supervised deep learning methods seek to model the intrinsic probability

distribution of the data. Their formulation

p(x) =
∏
k

∏
j

∏
i

p(xi,j,k|x̂), (2.3)

is independent of dimension (i.e., one dimension 1D, two dimension 2D, three

dimension 3D) and captures the probability of the new variable given the older

observations. The joint probability of x is factorized as a product of the conditional

probabilities at each time step of generated xt. Intuitively, these networks do

not look for similarities between the weights of the network given an input but

instead multiples the prior probabilities to predict the next sample. With deep

autoregressive models, the correlation discussed earlier is related to the higher

values in the weights of the deep models. There are no pooling layers in the

network, and the output is the same number of dimensions as the input. WaveNet

has generates compelling time series due to its ability to do model long term

dependencies. Their results on voice generation were by far the closest to real that

have been produced in the community. Autoregressive models have an architectural

resemblance to feed-forward neural networks seen in Figure 2.2. Autoregressive

models with their computational complexity to generate a single sample. For
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Figure 2.2: Deep autoregressive network architecture, uses information from the
past to feed-forward and compute the new update (striped) nodes.

example, WaveNet has 216 softmax calculations per time step, which is expensive

for a model to generate a one second audio clip. Also, autoregressive models are

not completely generative in that they must be externally conditioned mostly on

previous inputs or outside information [168, 12].

2.3 Generative Adversarial Networks

In Figure 2.3, GANs are a type of unsupervised generative networks which com-

petes two networks [59]. A GAN is composed of two components; first is a gener-

ative network (generator) that takes a random vector (latent space) and attempts

to learn the target data distribution to produce synthetic samples resembling the

original data. The second is a discrimination/critic network (discriminator) to pre-
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Figure 2.3: GAN architecture and learning flow. Generator learns synthetic/fake
data distribution and the discriminator to classify what is real or fake data.

dict which probability from which the test sample was drawn. The original GAN

incorporated Equation 2.4, an asymmetric Kullback–Leibler (KL)-Divergence ob-

jective function to form Equation 2.5 a symmetric Jensen-Shannon (JS)-Divergence

in trying to learn these new data distributions

DKL(p||q) =
N∑

x=1

p(x)log
p(x)

q(x)
, (2.4)

and

DJS(p||q) =
1

2
DKL(p||

p+ q

2
) +

1

2
DKL(q||

p+ q

2
), (2.5)

where p is the real data distribution, and q is the model distribution. The dis-

criminator takes as input samples from both the real and generated data sets and

tries make a decision of real or fake on the current test sample. GANs play a

min/max (zero sum) game, an optimization strategy that minimizes one network

while maximizing the other. Here is where both the generator and discriminator
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are jostled against one another in an attempt to optimize a single loss function

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x)
[log(D(x))] + Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))], (2.6)

where D(x) is the discriminator’s output given sample x, D(G(z)) is the discrim-

inator output given the generator output G(z), on random vector z. The goal

is for the discriminator to not be able to distinguish between the fake data and

the real data, which would mean the discriminator would be performing commit-

ting random guesses. If the network reaches this state, it can be assumed that

the generator is producing realistic data that confuses the discriminator. These

networks also employ training back-propagation using the gradient function of the

discriminator

∇θD
1

m

m∑
i=1

[logD(x(i)) + log(1−D(G(z(i))))], (2.7)

and the generator

∇θG
1

m

m∑
i=1

log(D(G(z(i)))). (2.8)

In practice, the Nash equilibrium is hard to achieve due to the large space these

samples live in, the parameters oscillate, and training destabilizes. Training a GAN

is formidable, and many GANs experience multiple training issues such as: mode

collapse (when the generator collapses resulting in limited robust samples); dimin-

ishing gradient (the discriminator is too good at classifying fakes which causes

the generator gradient to vanish); overfitting; and hyperparameters for tuning

become highly sensitive. Even with the obstacles, GANs have heralded a tremen-

dous amount of success and popularity. So much the case that many authors have
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created new networks architectures or loss functions in exploration to overcome

these issues [13, 105, 108, 115, 157, 184]. One of the more well-known alternatives

of GANs is the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [6, 68] which the foundation of our

methodology and discussed in the subsequent chapters.

The past works using GANs on time series deal primarily with adopting the

GAN framework and using recurrent neural networks (RNN) for the generator and

discriminator architecture. Mogren [116] was one of the first authors to try time

series generation with a continuous RNN-GAN (C-RNN-GAN). C-RNN-GAN uses

long-short term memory (LSTM) networks for the generator and discriminator,

taking advantage of their ability to learn sequential patterns over time. C-RNN-

GAN uses a semi-conditional input [124] for their generation, having the random

vector input conditioned with the generated data learned from the previous time

step of the RNN.

Esteban et al. [51] worked on a similar method as Mogren, creating a Recurrent

GAN (RGAN) and a Recurrent Conditional GAN (RCGAN). These approaches by

Esteban et al. looked to mature the C-RNN-GAN by eliminating the conditional

dependency of the generated data from previous time steps, as well as demonstrate

the ability to generate time series with just a random input vector. Ramponi et

al. [141] also worked on a conditional GAN called Time-Conditional GAN (T-

CGAN) which utilized Convolution Neural Network (CNN) in its generator and

discriminator. This work was not generating time series from random input noise,

rather trying to augment data with irregular time sampling, but we find the work

showed great success with this task. Since then many papers have utilized these

two GANs in a magnitude of applications based research, generating time series

data in diverse domains as text [185], finance [153], biosignals [71, 187], sensor [4],
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smart grid data [182], traffic [130], and renewable scenarios [30]. All these works lay

the foundation that support conditional input is a reasonable approach for GANs

to generate realistic time series data. Another disadvantage is that RNNs have

unstable training and vanishing gradients when being trained for more manageable

tasks such as classification. Esteban et al. [51] cites that the WGAN objective

is difficult for a RNN due to maintaining the 1-Lipschitz constraint throughout

training. For this reason and the success of Ramponi et al. [141], we stray away

from RNN architectures and instead opt for an architecture similar to the Fully

Convolution Network (FCN) [167].

Though the RNN is the popular method for time series networks, other works

see the value in using the WGAN objective. Smith et al. [155] used WGAN residual

network as the generator and a FCN as the discriminator. This work exhibited the

ability to transform a 2D WGAN into a 1D WGAN and produce time series data.

Hartmann et al. [72] developed a WGAN loss dubbed EEG-GAN that deals strictly

with electroencephaographic (EEG) time series. They used a similar architecture

as Ramponi et al. [141], but without conditioned input. They modified the WGAN

loss by allowing the gradient penalty term to vary during training and using a

training technique called progressive growing, which allows the network to scale

resolution during training [89]. EEG-GAN shows considerable results for EEG

data; however, many hyperparameter adjustments and ad hoc training techniques

were done for the EEG data set to generate data.

Donahue et al. [44] looked at generating raw audio clips with a GAN called

WaveGAN in an attempt to produce sound effect generation. Their approach used

a 1D version of a 2D Deep Convolutional GAN (DCGAN) [139] and trained us-

ing the WGAN loss citing the same advantages of better training and generation
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of data. The DCGAN approach tends to leave checkerboard-like artifacts in their

generated samples [124], and when transferred to audio, these artifacts come in the

form of pitch noises that overlap other frequencies in the samples. The extension

WaveGAN introduces a phase shuffle operation before the input to the discrimi-

nator. This, in turn, adds noise to the input of the discriminator (both real and

synthetic data), a technique to stabilize training by making the task more difficult

for the discriminator and allowing the generator to learn [90, 89, 156].

Brophy et al. [19] looked at the time series generation differently with their

WGAN inspired method for generating medical data. Instead of generating time

series with a WGAN, the authors convert their time series data into an image and

then utilize the WGAN image generation ability to generate synthetic time series

images. Those generated images are then mapped to time series data that are used

for comparison to the original data. Though the method showed decent results,

the approach to map the time series to an image and back, is not well explained,

and needs further investigation.

Brophy et al. were not the only researchers who saw promise in using GANs

to generate images and then map those to time series. Donahue et al. [44] also

introduced SpecGAN, a semi-invertible spectrogram generating GAN. Citing the

success with spectrograms [146, 104], they felt there could be some use generating

audio from the same time-frequency space. SpecGAN uses a similar DCGAN and

WGAN loss as WaveGAN, but instead of generating audio, it generates spectro-

grams. These synthetic spectrograms then have their preprocessing steps inverted,

and the Griffin-Lim algorithm [66] is used to estimate phase from the spectrogram

in order to produce their audio signal. The Griffin-Lim algorithm is used to predict

discarded phase information when a signal is converted into a spectrogram with a
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Short-time Fourier transform (STFT). They iterate to attempt to find the wave-

form whose STFT magnitude is closest to the generated spectrogram. Griffin-Lim

requires complex information generated from the spectrogram when the prepro-

cessing steps are inverted to find the signal match.

Donahue et al. introduced GANSynth [49], a generative model for synthesizing

audio from modeling log magnitudes and instantaneous frequencies (IF) of the

signal. In a similar fashion to SpecGAN, GANSynth generates log-magnitude

spectrograms with either the phase information appended or IF. Unlike its closely

related counterpart, GANSynth adds a conditional input of musical pitch to the

generation model and adds an auxiliary classifier to the discriminator to identify

the pitch used. After the generation of either mixture occurs, the generated data

is converted back to audio by performing the inverse STFT. In all of the GAN

work related to audio generation, networks are trained on vast amounts of data

(millions of samples) and require several days for the networks to train.

A more recent paper by Kumar et al. introduced a text-to-speech GAN called

MelGAN [99]. This model was part of an end-to-end approach where text sequences

were fed into Seq2Seq (a text to mel-spectrogram network), producing a mel-

spectrogram that was then used as input MelGAN to generate the synthetic audio

clip. Though the task of text-to-speech is out of the scope of this paper, we do draw

inspiration from MelGAN with their generator’s ability to produce audio from the

mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC) generated by their network. MelGAN

also showed comparison with other text-to-speech competitors including Google’s

WaveNet [125], WaveGlow [137], Tactron 2 [152], and ClairNet [134], showing

comparable ability to these more complicated autoregressive deep learning models

for this task.
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Yoon et al. introduced TimeGAN [179] in a recent paper for continuous time

series generation. The authors mix the unsupervised learning framework of a GAN

and the supervised training of autoregressive models for control of the TimeGAN

learning. Their introduction to a supervised loss allows for better temporal behav-

ior of the generated time series data, and their embedding network inside, alongside

the GAN architecture, allows for a lower-dimensional adversarial learning space.

TimeGAN produced results on two open-source data sets and used unique metrics

to categorize their success against competitors.

Our research focuses on a a conditioning approach for time series generation.

Although, one change is that we learn our conditioning instead of external con-

ditioning with previous inputs or outside information. We also differ from these

works in our choice of loss function for the networks. We use the WGAN loss

[6, 68] in our work for its ability to overcome mode collapse, as well as the proven

ability to generate realistic data. We seek to generate time series data from the

time-frequency domain in order to carry a vast amount of information about the

signal.
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Chapter 3

A Layered Architecture to Generate

Time Series

3.1 Origin of TSGAN

Our research introduces the Time Series GAN (TSGAN), a novel architectural

design of two independent GAN networks that leverage spectral image generation

to condition the time series modeling. TSGAN incorporates those concepts where

GANs perform well with images, and leverage that capability into generating time

series data. Mathieu et al. [111] and Isola et al. [81] both emphasize that as long

as you have a reliable representative conditional input, i.e., an input that sums up

the original data, then no noise is needed for the generation of the data.

TSGAN aims to generate images using the magnitude of the spectrogram,

which are then used to condition a second GAN that generates time series. Intu-

itively, we look to spectrogram images for this 2D representation since it has been

utilized in signal processing for many years. A spectrogram representation of the
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spectrum of frequencies of a signal as it varies with time, giving a depiction of the

spectral characteristics.

Spectrograms are used in a multitude of applications related to music, linguis-

tics, sonar, radar, speech processing, seismology, and infrasound to name a few.

Though spectrograms combined with machine learning has demonstrated great

performance in these domains, it is still unclear if their application to generate

time-dependent signals will be successful. Some work by Donahue et al. [44], En-

gel et al. [49], and Kumar et al. [99] has shown that spectrogram images have

increased their ability for GANs to generate audio. Though our approach follows

a more hands-offs approach for mapping from spectrogram to time series data, we

point to their previous success as a strong foundation for our studies.

3.2 History and Overview

At the core of our proposed approach is the conditional GAN that was first in-

troduced to the community by Mirza et al. [114]. Conditional GANs use a priori

information instead of random noise to a GAN generator. The intent is that

knowledge will improve the generators with learning the appropriate probability

distribution. Conditioning inputs improves synthetic generation by increasing the

quality of the latent input, similar to the work in [124]. Taking these ideas into

consideration we created the TSGAN design as shown in Figure 3.1. WGANx is a

traditional WGAN that maps the random input noise to 2D spectrogram images,

while WGANy is the conditional WGAN. Rather than having WGANy input be

user specified, we instead use a WGANx to learn the distribution of the conditional

information. A traditional WGAN uses the Wasserstein distance, also known as the
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Figure 3.1: A 2-layer TSGAN architecture for synthetic time series generation.
WGANx uses a random vector to produce a images from the magnitude of the spec-
trograms. The conditional WGANy converts the synthetic image from WGANx to
generate a synthetic time series.

earth mover’s distance (EMD), to measures the similarity between two probability

distributions, which in our case the true distribution and generated distribution of

the synthetic data. Conceptually, the EMD defines the energy needed to convert

one data distribution to another, comparing the similarity between input sample

x and y. The distance

W (Pr,Pθ) = inf
λ
E(x,y)||x− y||, (3.1)
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is defined between a sample x from distribution Pr and a sample y from distribution

Pθ. In our case, this is the true distribution and generated distribution respectfully.

The measure in Equation 3.1 is the greatest lower bound (inf) of energy required

to transport (λ) the distribution of the generated data Pθ to the distribution of

the true data Pr.

This equation differs from the original GAN approach of minimizing the JS-

Divergence that compares how two distributions differ from one another, but rather

applies a true distance metric [59]. The original GAN approach using the KL-

Divergence, suffers from the problem of vanishing gradients that occur when the

model distribution increases in dissimilarity to the correct distribution during train-

ing, therefore the generator stops learning i.e., the KL-Divergence grows large [6].

Also of concern is that the KL-Divergence is the catalyst for significant variance

in the gradients causing training to be unstable and not allow for the generation

of useful data [59, 6].

The Wasserstein distance has a smooth gradient everywhere, which allows the

generator to learn regardless of the outcome of the discriminator. This attribute

enables a WGAN to overcome vanishing gradients and ensure the generator will

learn a distribution that will allow for samples to be created. The WGAN objective

function has also addressed mode collapse, which occurs when variation in the

generated data is locked to one mode and does not allow for learning outside of

that mode to occur. Mode collapse is a challenging issue, especially when a small

amount of data is available for training.

Working with the dual form is the common approach to optimize the Wasser-

stein distance. This is done by utilizing the Kantorovich-Rubinstein duality [68]
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W (Pr,Pθ) = sup
||f ||L≤K

Ex∼Pr [f(x)]− Ex∼Pθ
[f(x)]

s.t. |f(x1)− f(x2)| ≤ |x1 − x2|,
(3.2)

where Pr is the real distribution, Pθ is the generated data distribution, and f is a

K-Lipschitz function following the constraint in Equation 3.2. It should be noted

that for our work, we let K = 1 which simplifies the notation of any K value.

The minimization problem of the original Wasserstein distance now becomes a

maximization problem as long as the function f remains 1-Lipschitz to ensure the

gradients remain smooth. By design, our network learns this 1-Lipschitz function,

f , by building our network similar to a standard discriminator, however it behaves

like a critic. This switch is because instead of a probability outcome of real versus

synthetic, the discriminator outputs a scalar rating score describing how well the

generator is doing. This behavior changes the role of the discriminator to now be

a critic to judge the generator’s ability. Note for simplicity; we will continue to

refer to our critic as a discriminator throughout this work. The standard WGAN

loss function

min
G

max
D

Ex∼Pr [D(x)]− Ez∼N (z)[D(G(z))], (3.3)

where Pr is the real distribution, Pθ is the generated data distribution, and z is a

random vector drawn from a Gaussian distribution N . The discriminator looks to

maximize this loss, meaning that a high quality score is found on the real data,

and a low value was found on the generated data. If the discriminator found

a high value on the generated data, then we know the generated distribution is

close to the real distribution, i.e., the generator is creating synthetic data that
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closely resembles the real. The gradients for the discriminator and generator are

respectively defined as

∇θD

1

m

m∑
i=1

[f(x(i))− f(G(z(i)))], (3.4)

and

∇θG

1

m

m∑
i=1

f(G(z(i))), (3.5)

where ∇θD is the gradient of the discriminator network’s parameters and ∇θG is

the gradient of the generator network’s parameters.

With traditional deep network learning, there is not a 1-Lipschitz constraint

enforced on f , so the original WGAN [6] proposed gradient clipping, where the

weights are clipped to be between two hyperparameter constants (typically -0.01

and 0.01). Though the clipping ensures the function f remains 1-Lipschitz, it does

not help with the unstable training issues. Clipping is highly sensitive to the range

chosen and has the likelihood of not allowing convergence or good results. This

issue was addressed in [68] where the solution to this clipping was to penalize the

gradients to impose the 1-Lipschitz constraint on f . This requires us to define

WGAN-GP, by adding a regularization term to our original loss function;

L = Ex∼Pr [D(x)]− Ex̃∼Pθ
[D(x̃)] + λEx̂∼Px̂

[(||∇x̂D(x̂)||2 − 1)2]. (3.6)

In Equation 3.6, Pr is the real distribution, Pθ is the generated data distribution,

x̃ is a sample from the generated distribution, Px̂ is the sampling distribution

uniformly sampled on a straight line between Pr and Pθ, x̂ is a sample from the

distribution, λ is a strength term on the gradient penalty, and ∇x̂D(x̂) is the
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gradient of the discriminator on the sample x̂.

WGAN-GP is the cornerstone objective function for both WGANx, and WGANy

networks and generates robust results without mode collapse or vanishing gradi-

ents. For simplicity, we will continue to call our WGAN-GP portions of our model

WGAN. The loss function for WGAN ensures the generator will continue to learn

even if the discriminator performs its job well. Our formulation also addresses the

challenge of mode collapse.

We refer to the TSGAN architecture in Figure 3.1, where the convolutional

generator G, in WGANx, transforms a single input random vector z into a RGB

magnitude of the spectrogram image G(z). Work by Gulrajani [68] designed G to

contain convolutional layers and Leaky ReLU activation in order to improve the

WGAN. The synthetic spectrogram images generated by WGANx are synthetic

power spectral density representations of time series data not yet generated. TS-

GAN then uses these generated spectrogram images as the conditional input to

WGANy’s generator and attempts to generate realistic time series. Our WGANx

objective function in Equation 3.7, is optimized using an Adam optimizer and is

trained independent of WGANy.

Lx(G,Dx, x, z) = Ex∼Pr [Dx(x)]− Ez∼N (0,1)[Dx(G(z))]

+ λEx̂∼Px̂
[(||∇x̂Dx(x̂)||2 − 1)2] (3.7)

WGANy, in Equation 3.8 with generator F , receives the 2D spectrogram images,
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G(z) generated by G and outputs a time series, F (G(z)).

Ly(F,G,Dy, y, z) = Ey∼Pr [Dy(y)]− Ez∼N (0,1)[Dy(F (G(z)))]

+ λEŷ∼Pŷ
[(||∇ŷDy(ŷ)||2 − 1)2] (3.8)

Our research shows that the output from F is leveraging the frequency heat map

transition to gather more in-depth information to generate better time series data.

F has a similar structure to a 2D encoder network that compresses the spectrogram

image to a lower level representation in which it then decodes into 1D signals. F

consists of convolution layers with strided convolutions used so the network can

learn its spatial down sampling [139]. The convolution layers in a deep network

become bias to texture-based features [55, 57, 73] in an image which we hope

WGANy uses to better 1D signals as opposed to just using random noise input

seen in the 1D WGAN used by Smith et al. [155]. The WGANy loss function

in Equation 3.8 also leverages an Adam optimizer, independent in training but

dependent on the output from G in the WGANx.

Notice the dependency in Equation 3.8 with the output of G from WGANx.

This contributes to TSGAN performing few shot generation (when little training

data is needed) to model realistic synthetic data. This is a direct result of the

architecture when GANs are used in conjunction with each other, and confronts

the downfall of "not enough data". Since the spectrogram images represent the

signal, learning that distribution allows the generated spectrograms images to span

wider space than that of the original spectrogram image distribution. In a sense,

this injects data for WGANy, as opposed to running the conditional generator with

just the raw spectrogram images from the original data set.
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This ability for WGANx to generate good spectrogram images is the strength of

WGANy, which is conditioned on those images. This is one of the first architectures

of its kind to learn the mapping from an image representation to a signal, instead

of mapping offline like previous work [44, 49]. TSGAN attempts to stabilize its

training by adding noise to the latent representation of the input to both generators

and discriminators. We found this provided robustness to our generated samples

and challenged the discriminator to better train the generator on large and small

data sets without overfitting.

3.3 Investigating Spectral Conditioning

We perform our experiments on the standard University of California Riverside

(UCR) 1D univariate time series data [8]. Each of the 70 data sets contain multiple

subsets spanning various types of collections. This data set contains time series

from various sources such as; sensors, spectrogram and image translations, devices,

motion, medical, simulated, traffic, speech, acoustic and audio data which are

univariate or multivariate signals. We show that generation can be performed

across different types of signals. The specific sets we choose contain 2-5 classes, and

we divide these into small (0-499 signals), medium (500-1000 signals), and large

anything higher than 1000 groups dependent on the number of training signals

available. This gave the breakdown of the 70 data sets: 36 small, 18 medium, and

16 large. The TSGAN training data is the concatenation of the original UCR train

and test data.

For the initial preprocessing step to create spectrogram images, we convert the

original time series data to the frequency domain using the Short-time Fourier
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transform (STFT) [66]. The spectrogram images are used as real data input

to Dx(x), the WGANx discriminator. These images are the magnitudes of the

spectrogram that have been normalized to the same dynamic range of 0-255 to

correspond to RGB values. We did not use complex numbers in this approach.

To train TSGAN, we use an alternating cyclic approach similar to that in the

original WGAN papers by Arjovsky [6] and Gulrajani [68]. The TSGAN loss func-

tions Equation 3.7 and Equation 3.8 are optimized have no learning dependency

and are optimized independently. This approach helps with overall learning and

convergence with the discriminator being trained once per some predetermined

number of generator training iterations. Once WGANx five(5) training iterations

is complete, we then sample spectrogram images from the learned distribution of

the "trained" generator. Subsequently these are used as the input to the condi-

tional WGANy. Then, WGANy performs its ten(10) training iterations to complete

the epoch. Although, they have a relationship since the results of WGANy depend

on how well the first WGAN WGANx performs. We found this training method

to work well.

To quantitatively show how well GANs produce synthetic data is still ongoing

research. One metric we choose to adopt is the 1D Fréchet Inception Score (FID).

The FID is used to improve on the Inception Score by comparing the statistics of

generated samples to real samples, instead of evaluating generated samples only

[74]. The difference being in 1D, is that we do not have a standardized data set

similar to ImageNet that covers the majority of all time series signals, so instead,

we calculate a new 1D FID score independently for each of the data sets tested from

the UCR repository. The FID score characteristics should still hold, i.e., the lower

the FID score corresponds to more realistic the generated samples as measured by
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the distance between their activation distributions. To calculate FID, we use a

fully convolutional network (FCN) trained on each data set independently [167].

Currently there is no functional characterization on the "perfect" FID score. In

our experiments we noticed signals that were visually acceptable, still may not

have FID scores close to zero. However, the better visual results did correlate to

the lesser of the FID scores.

Our second quantitative metric involved classification accuracy based on two

scenarios: train on synthetic data, test on real (TSTR) and train on real data,

test on synthetic (TRTS) [51]. We train an FCN algorithm on the generated

samples, then test the accuracy on the real data set, then flip the training/testing,

to train the algorithm on the real data, and test it on the generated samples. These

accuracy values are then compared to the performance of the FCN on the UCR

data set accuracy.

TSGAN experiments were trained for one thousand (1000) epochs, noting that

more epochs might have been needed for some data sets to generate better signals.

However, capped the number of epochs to be consistent across our experiments.

We also restricted the batch size for the experiments to a reasonable size for the

data sets. For our optimizer, Adam was used and found to be the most effective

compared to other optimization techniques due to its adaptability and speed [94].

3.4 TSGAN Analysis

For the qualitative visual results we look at both the FID scores and some generated

time series data. Experimental results using TSGAN to generate time series data

show its ability to generate refined and realistic time series signals. Visually, a few
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data sets can be seen in Figures 3.2 - 3.9.

(a) Class 1 (b) Class 2 (c) Class 3

(d) Class 4 (e) Class 5

Figure 3.2: The "Beef" class results are shown in sub-figures (a)-(e). The WGAN
results are illustrated in the top sub-image, with the second sub-image showing
TSGAN results, and the bottom sub-image is the REAL data.

(a) Class 1 (b) Class 2

Figure 3.3: The "Gun Point" class results are shown in sub-figures (a) and (b).
The WGAN results are illustrated in the top sub-image, with the second sub-image
showing TSGAN results, and the bottom sub-image is the REAL data.

We use the FID score in order to gauge quantitatively how well our visual com-
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(a) Class 1 (b) Class 2 (c) Class 2

Figure 3.4: The "BME" class results are shown in sub-figures (a)-(c). The WGAN
results are illustrated in the top sub-image, with the second sub-image showing
TSGAN results, and the bottom sub-image is the REAL data.

(a) Class 1 (b) Class 2 (c) Class 2

Figure 3.5: The "UMD" class results are shown in sub-figures (a)-(c). The WGAN
results are illustrated in the top sub-image, with the second sub-image showing
TSGAN results, and the bottom sub-image is the REAL data.

parison. For the Beef data set in Figure 3.2, our method achieves an FID at 207.1

while WGAN receives a 638.8, showing more than three times better quantitative

results then WGAN. WGAN and TSGAN visually perform well, though, showing

why a metric is so valuable in comparing these synthetic time series data. The Gun

Point data set is an interesting data set for comparison. Looking at it visually, we

see that TSGAN signals look much better than WGAN signal generation. When

looking at a comparison of the signals using our other metric (TSTR/TRTS) would

seem both WGAN and TSGAN are equally able. However, when looking at our
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(a) Class 1 (b) Class 2

Figure 3.6: The "Freezer Regular train" class results are shown in sub-figures (a)
and (b). The WGAN results are illustrated in the top sub-image, with the second
sub-image showing TSGAN results, and the bottom sub-image is the REAL data.

(a) Class 1 (b) Class 2

Figure 3.7: The "Freezer Small train" class results are shown in sub-figures (a)
and (b). The WGAN results are illustrated in the top sub-image, with the second
sub-image showing TSGAN results, and the bottom sub-image is the REAL data.

FID score, we can see our method achieves a 4.778 FID score, while the WGAN

performance is 39.95. This again is why multiple metrics is needed when comparing

these generations. In Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, TSGAN obtains a 20.61 on and

41.05, respectively, which again outperforms WGAN which achieves a 53.27 and

1694 respectively. With these two data sets, TSGAN generates well when sharp

rigid changes occur in the signal. WGAN, on the other hand, is extremely noisy

and unable to perform the sharp transitions given reason to believe the conditional

input is helping in the generation of the signal.
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(a) Class 1 (b) Class 2

Figure 3.8: The "Two Lead ECG" class results are shown in sub-figures (a) and
(b). The WGAN results are illustrated in the top sub-image, with the second
sub-image showing TSGAN results, and the bottom sub-image is the REAL data.

(a) Class 1 (b) Class 2

Figure 3.9: The "Yoga" class results are shown in sub-figures (a) and (b). The
WGAN results are illustrated in the top sub-image, with the second sub-image
showing TSGAN results, and the bottom sub-image is the REAL data.

The four data sets (Beef, BME, UME, GunPoint) contain a small number

of training samples for our TSGAN training. This confirms our hypothesis of

that TSGAN can perform few shot learning. The architecture of TSGAN is what

gives its ability of few shot learning. With the generation of spectrograms images

with WGANx (exploiting the WGAN ability to generate 2D images), we condition

WGANy to perform even better generation by seeing a broader range of the spec-

trogram distribution. This differs from the original WGAN taking a random input

vector to model time series, where that random vector has no vital information to
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help generate time series.

Looking at the other four data sets, we can see again TSGAN outperforms

WGAN in the FID scores. This selection of four data sets have large number

of samples for training a GAN. Like the visual comparisons above, we see that

TSGAN generates well when there are sharp transitions and peaks in time steps.

WGAN fails in the generation and looks noisy, and the overall structure on these

data sets do not resemble that of the original data sets.

Overall in the 70 data sets, we used in these experiments, TSGAN performed

better than 1D WGAN in the FID metric better on 56 data sets. Of those, 15

of the 16 large training sets, 14 of the 18 medium training sets, and 27 of the 36

small training data sets. Of these nine small data sets that WGAN outperforms

TSGAN, the data sets are challenging for differentiation for the classifier, which

leads to the assumption that though WGAN outperforms TSGAN on these data

sets the actual generation was inadequate for both methods.

We can infer from the performance of TSGAN that the conditioned generator

for WGANy allows for better visual results in the time series data (both backed

by the FID score and human perception). This can be explained by the condition

being instilled on the input of WGANy is learned from WGANx, instead of just fed

to the WGAN. This learning of the conditioned based on the original time series

data must strengthen the input space, and allow for better synthetic generation,

accounting for temporal and frequency characteristics in the time series signature.

TSTR and TRTS are a quantitative representation of how well our proposed

method generates time series signals for real machine learning applications. For

classification accuracy we compare our accuracy with the accuracy of training on

real and testing on real (TRTR). We re-train the same FCN architecture on each
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subset of the UCR data set shown above and run each training of the FCN 1000

epochs.

We hold the training and testing size of each class the same as is seen in the

UCR data set. To summarize, if the training data on a class is 50 signals and

the testing on a class is 100 signals in the real UCR data subset, we use 50 real

signals and 100 synthetic signals to do TRTS and 50 synthetic signals and 100 real

signals to do TSTR. The accuracy could be increased if there was an unlimited

amount of synthetic data allowed to use for TSTR training phase since our TSGAN

could model more realistic class signals for the training phase. TRTS metric shows

the TSGAN can generate realistic data and demonstrate the ability to generate

data that could be used for real applications while the TSTR metric fortifies that

TSGAN is creating samples that look realistic and have features similar to the

original data set.

We consider both metrics because TRTS accuracy will not be hindered if our

GAN suffers to mode collapse, but TSTR will diminish significantly. The results

of this test can be seen in Table 3.1 - Table 3.3, and FID scores in Figure 3.10

- Figure 3.12, showing the different small, medium, and large generation training

sets.

Our results for TSGAN in the accuracy of TRTS and TSTR correlate well with

the real accuracy of the classification algorithm on the standard data set (TRTR)

and outperforms the WGAN. We do have several data sets where we suffer from

mode collapse, and for these data sets, TSGAN and WGAN both suffered, which

leads to the conclusion that the internal WGAN hyperparameters needed to be

tuned. This also gives good insight that a hyperparameter search might help

generate time series data, something to look into for future research. These results
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Data Set WGAN
TRTS

TSGAN
TRTS

WGAN
TSTR

TSGAN
TSTR TRTR

Beetle Fly 100 100 55 90 85
Bird Chicken 65 100 90 75 90

Coffee 100 100 100 100 100
Beef 6.67 96.67 20 60 53.33

Olive Oil 0 0 40 40 40
Rock 0 0 20 36 18
Wine 13 0 55.56 61.11 55.56

Face Four 28.4 64.77 65.22 84.22 93.18
Car 70 50 65 70 86.67
Meat 10 0 88.33 46.67 68.33

Lighting2 62.3 72.95 70.49 72.21 70.49
Herring 73.44 100 46.88 65.62 71.87

House Twenty 45.37 36.13 57.98 42.07 57.98
Toe Segmentation 2 28.46 83.08 80.77 91.53 90

BME 14 34 80 82.67 76
UMD 43.75 87.5 97.22 97.91 97.91

ECG200 99 100 82 82 91
Gun Point 100 100 100 100 98.67

Shapelet Sim 0 13.33 50 50 90.55
Trace 93 100 97 100 100

Arrow Head 16 80.29 61.71 85.71 82.29
Ham 33.33 80.95 68.57 68.57 71.42

CinC ECG Toros 99.27 71.95 40.58 49.08 79.42
Worms 48.05 24.67 44.16 59.74 74.02

Worms Two Class 42.86 48.52 71.42 76.62 72.72
Insect EPG Small Train 0 0 16.87 35.74 100

Toe Segmentation 1 38.6 69.73 88.6 93.42 92.1
Smooth Subspace 0 0 66.67 68 67.33

Insect EPG Regular Train 0 0 64.26 64.26 100
Diatom Size Reduction 99.35 90.85 73.53 79.74 75.82

PowerCons 49.44 51.11 51.11 52.22 50.55
Gun Point Age Span 100 100 41.3 44.13 80.63

Gun Point Male Vs. Female 100 100 52.53 52.53 52.53
Gun Point Old Vs. Young 100 100 11.43 52.38 47.62

Earthquakes 10 23.74 69.07 74.82 72.66
Haptics 99.61 100 20.78 31.5 52.27

Table 3.1: TRTS, TSTR, TRTR accuracy on the UCR small data set with total
samples (<500).
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Figure 3.10: The WGAN and TSGAN FID score comparison on small sized data
sets. The lower the FID score the better, equates to more realistic looking time
series data.
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Data Set WGAN
TRTS

TFGAN
TRTS

WGAN
TSTR

TFGAN
TSTR TRTR

Computers 53.2 100 50.8 65.2 78.8
Distal Phalnax Outline

Age Group 88.49 93.52 73.38 70.5 73.38

Middle Phalanx Outline
Age Group 1.3 5.84 40.9 50 60.39

Proximal Phalanx Outline
Age Group 100 100 87.31 85.85 77.07

Sony AIBO Robot
Surface 1 42.76 40.76 89.51 92.84 86.52

Large Kitchen Appl 99.47 89.87 59.47 74.93 87.73
Refrig Devices 89.33 96 33.06 42.4 46.4
Screen Type 29.33 41.07 52 56.8 65.07

Small Kitchen Appl 1.6 0 56.53 64.01 80.8
Distal Phalanx Outline

Correct 80.8 59.78 68.84 64.86 77.54

ECG Five Days 70.03 75.85 92.56 98.84 99.31
Middle Phalanx Outline

Correct 75.26 44.32 73.54 75.28 79.04

Prox Phalan Outline
Correct 98.62 100 84.53 88.31 92.78

Semg Hand Gender Ch2 30 17.33 65.17 65.17 66.83
Semg Hand Subject Ch2 0 0 26 29.3 28.22

CBF 77.22 88.11 70.89 87.33 98.78
Sony AIBO Robot Surface2 97.48 98.53 92.23 84.7 94.22

Strawberry 81.89 100 83.24 93.24 90.54

Table 3.2: TRTS, TSTR, TRTR accuracy scores on the UCR medium data sets
with samples (500−1000).

show a measure of similarity our generated time series data had compared to the

original time series data. This explains that the generated data from TSGAN

contains the same (or closely related) features, which makes up the original time

series data in which the classifier uses for discrimination between the classes. This

shows that the newly generated sequences from TSGAN carry similar temporal

dynamics as the original data between variables across time.

Out of the 70 data sets, TSGAN outperforms WGAN on TRTS in 36 data

sets and ties the WGAN in 16 of the data sets. Interesting enough the the ties

are either 100% accuracy or 0% accuracy, the ladder data sets are mode collapse
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Figure 3.11: The WGAN and TSGAN FID score comparison on medium sized
data sets. The lower the FID score the better, equates to more realistic looking
time series data.

and the data sets with 100%, the traditional machine learning algorithms also

performed well. In TSTR, TSGAN outperforms the WGAN in 54 of the data sets

while tying in five of the data sets. Those data sets in which WGAN performs

better is within 1% of the TSGAN results, meaning they are closely related and

within some correlation.

Our experimental results show the metrics that TSGAN does outperform WGAN
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Data Set WGAN
TRTS

TFGAN
TRTS

WGAN
TSTR

TFGAN
TSTR TRTR

Ethanol Level 100 0 24.8 30.2 56.4
Two Lead ECG 90.6 100 99.47 99.82 99.91
Hand Outlines 98.67 100 64.05 65.67 75.13

Mixed Shapes Small Train 0 85.65 55.54 82.64 90.8
Phal Outl Correct 64.45 50.35 73.89 76.92 78.08
Freezer Small Train 0 65.44 50.7 75.96 71.4

Freezer Regular Train 100 100 50 50.1 99.4
Yoga 62.93 82.93 53.56 84.46 81.6

Chlorine Concentration 89.58 100 56.46 54.5 62.45
Ford B 98.4 98.02 62.22 61.35 78.27
Ford A 5 85.98 80 89.24 91.89

ECG 5000 98.8 90.8 78.2 86.04 93.13
Two Patterns 8 92.82 76.7 86.77 90.11

Wafer 69.43 81.41 91.53 79.21 99.4
Starlight Curves 0 0 48.66 81.41 96.89

Mote Strain 98.8 99.52 87.86 87.3 88.41

Table 3.3: TRTS, TSTR, TRTR accuracy scores on the UCR large data sets with
samples (>1000).

Figure 3.12: The WGAN and TSGAN FID score comparison on large size data
sets.The lower the FID score the better, equates to more realistic looking time
series data.
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in the generation process. TSGAN is conditioning the time series which serves as

input to the WGAN utilizing more information in the latent space. TSGAN gener-

ates internal features similar to real data, and it also generates less noisy samples

that have similar frequency oscillations compared to that of the WGAN, looking

visually at the plots above.

3.5 TSGAN Summary

Though TSGAN shows excellent results in 1D time series generation, there are still

some training and learning issues that should be addressed. It is desirable to unify

both the networks in TSGAN, fusing their learning process and making it one large

learning cycle rather than two small ones. This would not only speed up training

(eliminating an entire WGAN being trained), but it should mathematically explain

the relationship between quality of spectrogram image and corresponding time

series data. The drive for this hypothesis is that the quality of spectrogram images

does not affect the overall quality of the generated signals in any relationship.
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Chapter 4

A Unified Approach to the

Generation Problem

4.1 A Historical Look at Combining GANS

In the description of the TSGAN architecture we described that there was no

correlation between the quality of the conditional input produced by WGANx to

WGANy. This was later shown in our experiments of the TSGAN. Intuitively, if

a spectrogram image is produced of good quality, then the corresponding signal

should be of good quality.

A deeper investigation into the dependency of TSGAN we see the loss of

WGANx does not affect the loss of WGANy, since they are both trained indepen-

dently. This means that WGANx can be feeding WGANy realistic spectrograms

or horrible ones with no ill effect on the generation of the signal. This essentially

is what is happening with learning with two independent loss functions, as we can

visualize in Figure 4.1. WGANx generates realistic spectrogram images in as few
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Epoch 100 Epoch 200 Epoch1000

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.1: TSGAN quality of spectrogram image produced by WGANx in com-
parison to quality of time series produced by WGANy. a Yoga, large data set, b
MiddlePhalanxOutlineCorrect, medium data set, c BeetleFly small data set. No-
tice the quality of the spectrogram image looks the same through out the training
at epoch 100 to epoch 1000; however, the time series does not share the same qual-
ity for the associated epoch. This issue shows inability of TSGAN to model the
dependency of quality output of WGANx to be the conditional input to WGANy
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as 100 epochs of training (this is also seen throughout the data sets trained, see

Figure 4.1. It is not the case that the same quality of generation being done by

WGANy for the time series data in as little epochs as the spectrogram images.

This consistent generation of realistic spectrogram images is then seen throughout

the training of TSGAN, and only until the final epochs does the signal start to

resemble the original data.

The generation of the spectrogram image from WGANx in the original TSGAN

is not conditioning WGANy to support generation. We deduce that the input to

WGANy is a random input matrix given then used to generate the time series

data. This is similar to the behavior of the original GAN using a random input

vector, in this situation the random vector is a random matrix of generated RGB

values that are drawn from the space of generated spectrogram images.

It is impressive that TSGAN was capable of generating such quality results

and demonstrate few shot abilities. This is due to the unique architecture as a 2D

to 1D autoencoder. Since there is an abundant input space to draw meaningful

information this may be how WGANy learns time series better from the random

matrix than a random N × 1 random input vector-like 1D WGAN from Smith et

al. [155].

As seen in the Figure 4.1, TSGAN has faults in dealing with the dependency

between the networks during training. There is also an issue of slow training

due to training two individual WGAN networks in series. Both of these issues

are addressed in our approach to unify the loss functions of TSGAN and create a

single cohesive learning method called unified-TSGAN (uTSGAN). At a high level,

uTSGAN combines the loss functions of WGANx and WGANy to generate better

time series signals by developing the interdependence of the two networks.
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By combining the loss functions, uTSGAN should produce better-generated

samples in the 1D domain. For convenience, we show the independent loss func-

tions in Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2.

WGANx = Ex∼Px [Dx(x)]− Ez∼N (0,1)[Dx(G(z))]

GPx = λxEx̂∼Px̂
[(||∇x̂Dx(x̂)||2 − 1)2]

Lx(G,Dx, x, z) = min
G

max
Dx

WGANx +GPx (4.1)

WGANy = Ey∼Py [Dy(y)]− Ez∼N (0,1)[Dy(F (G(z)))]

GPy = λyEŷ∼Pŷ
[(||∇ŷDy(ŷ)||2 − 1)2]

Ly(F,G,Dy, y, z) = min
F

max
Dy

WGANy +GPy (4.2)

The 2D generator G and discriminator Dx for WGANx and WGANy 1D generator

F and discriminator Dy, along with the random input vector z, spectrogram image

x, and 1D time series y. Also important to note are the gradient penalty terms

in associated with each equation, that constrain the gradients to be norm 1 and

keeping each WGAN 1-Lipschitz continuous.

Hoang et al [77] created Mixture Generative Adversarial Networks (MGAN)

for which they show a network with multiple generators and one discriminator.

The authors proposed using multiple generator networks inside MGAN to help

with mode collapse in the generated samples. MGAN has multiple generators
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that learn multiple distributions and are then averaged in order to cover a larger

distribution covering different data modes.

LMAD = min
G1:K ,C

max
D

Ex∼Pdata
log[D(x)] + Ex∼Pmodel

[log(1−D(x))]

−β{
K∑
k=1

πkEx∼PGK
[logCk(x)]} (4.3)

The authors set up their system with a single discriminator, 2 generators, and

one classifier, which classifies which generator was the source of the sample. To

bring together their generator outputs, the authors computed the average over all

generators. Where uTSGAN differs, though, is it contains two discriminators as

well, while MGAN only has one.

Albuquerque et al. [85] focused on how to handle networks with multiple

discriminators and optimization techniques. The authors discussed four types of

optimization strategies when dealing with multiple loss functions by looking at a

method of multi-objective optimization by [40] called Multiple Gradient Decent

(MGD) [132, 128]. In MGD, you treat some K number of loss functions, l(x), all

independently working on some sample vector in the variable space x and define

the new function we wish to optimize as L(x) = [l1(x), l2(x)...lK(x)]
T . MGD

will only work if L(x) is assumed to be a convex, continuously differentiable and

smooth lk(x) ∀k ∈ [1, 2, ..., K]. MGD finds a common descent direction for L(x)

by defining the convex hull the gradients of the loss functions, ∇lk(x) and finding

the minimum norm element.

Though MGD shows promise as the better optimization strategy for GANs

in terms of quality of generated samples, Albuquerque et al. point out that this
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method is very computationally expensive when multiple discriminators are used in

a GAN structure. We consider this computational time for our case in an improved

TSGAN loss function, but we realize with only two independent loss functions, we

could still compute rather quickly. The reason we decide to choose another method

rather than MGD is for the sake of unifying the loss functions instead of merely

solving the optimization problem. We would prefer a single loss function that

connects the dependencies between WGANx and WGANy.

Next, Albuquerque et al. looked at methods tailored specifically around mul-

tiple discriminator GANs: Generative Multi-Adversarial Networks (GMAN) with

its weighted average [46] and a method called average loss minimization [120]. To

note, Albuquerque et al. propose their method for optimizing multiple discrimi-

nators called hypervolume maximization [85] but similar to MGD it requires the

loss functions to be treated independently and to use MGD for optimization. Av-

erage loss minimization and the GMAN weighted average are similar techniques

to merge multiple loss functions. The approach by Durugkar et al. in GMAN

consists of training some K number of unique discriminators and taking a soft-

max weighted average of their outputs to train a single generator. The author’s

loss function in Equation 4.4 now represents the entire system’s loss as a linearly

combined combination of all the discriminator’s loss.

L =
K∑
k=1

αkLDk
(4.4)

where αk is the softmax weighting function for each of the K discriminators, and

LDk
is the standard GAN loss function per discriminator. This softmax weighting

idea is developed because the discriminators had different architectures that cause
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there to be some reliable discriminators and fragile ones. An issue with many GANs

is vanishing gradients due to weak gradients from reliable discriminators and not

allowing the generator to learn effectively and cause mode collapse. This method

allows the generator to see the stronger gradients from the weaker discriminators

to update and learn better. Durugkar et al. ran extensive experiments where the

weighting scheme was changed from focusing on those weak discriminators and

found that the average of discriminator’s losses provided the best values for both

metrics used for comparison.

This result echoes to the proposed method by Neyshabur et al. of an average

loss minimization across the K different discriminators all of the same architecture.

The idea behind their method is that the discriminator, Dk, is presented a different

randomly projected lower-dimensional version, z, of the input image in order to

better train the generator, G, on these conditional inputs. The loss function,

Equation 4.5, in this work by Neyshabur et al looks similar to Equation 4.4 except

now instead of a softmax the mean is taken throughout the discriminators.

L =
K∑
k=1

Ez∼Pz logDk(G(z)) (4.5)

4.2 Unity Has Begun

uTSGAN will address the dependency faults of the two networks. WGANy is

entirely dependent and conditioned by the output of WGANx however, with two

independent loss functions, there is no way to constrain the output of WGANx to

generate good samples to feed into WGANy. By combining the two loss functions,

this dependency should produce better conditioned data during optimization by
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having F (G(z)) be purely impacted by G(z). Essentially, this penalizes whenever

a bad 2D generated sample, G(z), results in a poor 1D generated sample F (G(z)).

The approach takes the average loss between the two network discriminators

in WGANx and WGANy. Since our main goal is to merge the independent loss

functions from TSGAN. Our unified loss function that combines Equation 4.1 and

Equation 4.2 now becomes

LuTSGAN(G,F,Dx,Dy, x, y, z) =
1

2
[Lx + Ly]. (4.6)

Fundamental to the uTSGAN formulation is the WGAN objective, we must en-

sure that the loss function can maintain similar attributes to the original WGAN.

WGANs are Lipschitz constrained and continuous, making it possible for our gra-

dient descent optimization. Continuity is preserved through summation via the

triangle inequality. The Lipschitz constraint is Lipschitz continuous due to the

constraint imposed on the gradient by penalizing the gradients to have norm at

most one everywhere. We know that Lx and Ly are Lipschitz continuous functions

and that Lx : R → R and Ly : R → R, x, y ∈ R. We define Cx and Cy as the

Lipschitz constants for Lx and Ly respectively. Then

|(Lx + Ly)(x)− (Lx + Ly)(y)|

= |Lx(x) + Ly(x)− Lx(y)− Ly(y)|

= |Lx(x)− Lx(y) + Ly(x)− Ly(y)|

≤ |Lx(x)− Lx(y)|+ |Ly(x)− Ly(y)|
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≤ Cx|x− y|+ Cy|x− y| = (Cx + Cy)|x− y|,

thus Lx + Ly is Lipschitz constrained with constant C = Cx + Cy. By this, we

can confirm that LuTSGAN is Lipschitz constrained, continuous and maintains the

properties of a WGAN. This achieves the desired formulation for the uTSGAN

unified loss function, along with stabilized training similar to that of the WGAN.

This will preserve our training approach of discriminator training iterations the

single generator training update.

4.3 uTSGAN Empirical Analysis

For comparison we evaluate the uTSGAN exactly as we did TSGAN. Using the

standard (UCR) 1D univariate time series data [8] data sets and respective groups

(small, medium, large). We also employ the metrics FID, TRTS, and TSTR that

were defined in Chapter 3. The TSGAN experiments revealed a strong correlation

between TRTS, TSTR, and FID score. Going forward, we only focus on the FID

score, which in turn would relate to better TRTS and TSTR scores. The lower the

FID score, the better the generation and closer to the original data, and therefore

the higher TRTS and TSTR. The experiments for uTSGAN take the average FID

score of the generated data after 25 runs.

Experiments with uTSGAN is performed on these data sets across multiple

experiments and looking at different epoch outputs during training. The uTSGAN

model and weights are saved at 250, 500, 750, and 1000 epochs (which is the end of

our training). Once training is complete, we train an FCN on the original data set

for 1000 epochs or until convergence through validation accuracy, and we use this

trained FCN network now to calculate our FID scores. Each uTSGAN model (250,
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uTSGAN TSGAN

3.36 148.30

Figure 4.2: The Yoga class 1 example with left column showing uTSGAN and
right column the TSGAN results after 1000 epochs of training. Top figures are
the respective loss function graph. TSGAN has two loss graphs, due to its two
independent networks trained separately. The second row are spectrogram images.
The third row is the generated time series signals compared to the real signals. The
bottom row of the figure is the FID score of the generated time series.
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uTSGAN TSGAN

9.25 12.23

Figure 4.3: The TwoLeadECG class 1 example with left column showing uTSGAN
and right column the TSGAN results after 1000 epochs of training. Top figures
are the respective loss function graph. TSGAN has two loss graphs, due to its two
independent networks trained separately. The second row are spectrogram images.
The third row is the generated time series signals compared to the real signals. The
bottom row of the figure is the FID score of the generated time series.
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uTSGAN TSGAN

72.99 174.70

Figure 4.4: The MiddlePhalanxOutlineCorrect class 1 example with left column
showing uTSGAN and right column the TSGAN results after 1000 epochs of
training. Top figures are the respective loss function graph. TSGAN has two
loss graphs, due to its two independent networks trained separately. The second
row are spectrogram images. The third row is the generated time series signals
compared to the real signals. The bottom row of the figure is the FID score of the
generated time series.
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uTSGAN TSGAN

26.30 89.26

Figure 4.5: The Ham class 1 example with left column showing uTSGAN and
right column the TSGAN results after 1000 epochs of training. Top figures are
the respective loss function graph. TSGAN has two loss graphs, due to its two
independent networks trained separately. The second row are spectrogram images.
The third row is the generated time series signals compared to the real signals. The
bottom row of the figure is the FID score of the generated time series.
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uTSGAN TSGAN

14.61 26.20

Figure 4.6: The BeetleFly class 1 example with left column showing uTSGAN and
right column the TSGAN results after 1000 epochs of training. Top figures are
the respective loss function graph. TSGAN has two loss graphs, due to its two
independent networks trained separately. The second row are spectrogram images.
The third row is the generated time series signals compared to the real signals. The
bottom row of the figure is the FID score of the generated time series.
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uTSGAN TSGAN

47.26 207.10

Figure 4.7: The Beef class 1 example with left column showing uTSGAN and
right column the TSGAN results after 1000 epochs of training. Top figures are
the respective loss function graph. TSGAN has two loss graphs, due to its two
independent networks trained separately. The second row are spectrogram images.
The third row is the generated time series signals compared to the real signals. The
bottom row of the figure is the FID score of the generated time series.
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500, 750, 1000) is ran to generate synthetic data, and then that data is used in

comparison to the real data to determine the realism of the generated samples. FID

scores were calculated in this fashion 25 times, feeding different random vectors to

WGANx to generate different time series data in WGANy. The FID scores is the

average FID scores throughout these 25 different runs of the generation.

We look at the unified loss function of uTSGAN plotted versus number of

epochs and in comparison both independent loss functions for TSGAN. Some of the

data sets loss function can be seen in Figure 4.2 - Figure 4.7. The loss function for

uTSGAN follows similar trend for all data sets shown. This behavior is due to the

invariant penalty of the network on itself by having to generate good spectrogram

images in order to generate useful time series data. When the time series data is

not generated correctly, the network has to relearn the spectrogram generation to

better suit the system. This introduced a dependency relationship that requires

the network to learn more efficiently and create better time series data.

In Figure 4.2 - Figure 4.7 the TSGAN original loss for WGANx converges in

fewer iterations while the loss for WGANy does not. This reflects the ability of

WGAN to generate synthetic images exceptionally well and is reinforces their core

function in the community. Spectrogram images do not share the same features

or temporal conditions that natural images share which makes their generation an

easier task than generating faces or animals.

The results of that formulation can be seen very clearly in Figure 4.8 - Figure

4.13 showing the generation of spectrogram images and its corresponding time

series data. We point out that the FID score is shown at the bottom of each epoch

of training. Ultimately, uTSGAN outperforms TSGAN in FID score before the

1000th epoch of training on every data set.
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Epoch 250 Epoch 500 Epoch 750 Epoch 1000

65.94 31.06 18.04 3.36

Figure 4.8: Yoga class example of uTSGAN generated spectrogram images and
time series for the corresponding epoch and the computed FID score. uTSGAN
consistently improves generation as training continues. It also illustrates the de-
pendency of the networks,as the quality of the spectrogram improves so does the
time series generation.

Epoch 250 Epoch 500 Epoch 750 Epoch 1000

27.24 18.02 10.30 9.25

Figure 4.9: TwoLeadECG class 1 example of uTSGAN generated spectrogram
images and time series for the corresponding epoch and the computed FID score.
uTSGAN consistently improves generation as training continues. It also illustrates
the dependency of the networks,as the quality of the spectrogram improves so does
the time series generation.
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Epoch 250 Epoch 500 Epoch 750 Epoch 1000

87.78 73.37 72.99 65.78

Figure 4.10: MiddlePhalanxOutlineCorrect class 0 example of uTSGAN generated
spectrogram images and time series for the corresponding epoch and the computed
FID score. uTSGAN consistently improves generation as training continues. It
also illustrates the dependency of the networks,as the quality of the spectrogram
improves so does the time series generation.

Epoch 250 Epoch 500 Epoch 750 Epoch 1000

92.52 88.67 61.16 26.30

Figure 4.11: Ham class 1 example of uTSGAN generated spectrogram images and
time series for the corresponding epoch and the computed FID score. uTSGAN
consistently improves generation as training continues. It also illustrates the de-
pendency of the networks,as the quality of the spectrogram improves so does the
time series generation.
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Epoch 250 Epoch 500 Epoch 750 Epoch 1000

48.80 32.33 14.59 12.61

Figure 4.12: BeetleFly class 1 example of uTSGAN generated spectrogram images
and time series for the corresponding epoch and the computed FID score. uTSGAN
consistently improves generation as training continues. It also illustrates the de-
pendency of the networks,as the quality of the spectrogram improves so does the
time series generation.

Epoch 250 Epoch 500 Epoch 750 Epoch 1000

239.83 127.45 96.16 47.26

Figure 4.13: Beef class 1 example of uTSGAN generated spectrogram images and
time series for the corresponding epoch and the computed FID score. uTSGAN
consistently improves generation as training continues. It also illustrates the de-
pendency of the networks,as the quality of the spectrogram improves so does the
time series generation.
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Interesting enough the quality of the spectrogram image being produced is noisy

and not well generated in the lower epochs of training. Though this is not the ideal

scenario, but exposes that when the spectrogram generation of poor quality, it is

still producing decent time series data. In some cases, it has was identified that

uTSGAN generates better quality time series data in as little as 250 epochs, even

with the spectrogram looking indistinguishable. This confirms our hypothesis that

the dependency between the two networks helps drive better time series generation.

uTSGAN outperformed TSGAN in 55 of the 70 data sets by the 1000th epoch of

training. In fact, uTSGAN achieved a lower FID score after 750 epochs of training

in 43 of the 70 data sets. This alone shows empirically that uTSGAN trains better

than that of TSGAN and converges to better generated time series.

A breakdown of results per data set by training size, the small training sets,

uTSGAN outperforms TSGAN in FID score for only four of the data sets by the

250th epoch, 16 data sets by the 500th epoch, 22 data sets at 750th epochs, and

28 data sets by the 1000th epoch. This shows throughout training, uTSGAN

is continuously improving at generation. Another interesting statistic is when

uTSGAN outperforms on the 28 data sets in the small category, it does so by an

average of 2.94 times better than TSGAN while in those six data sets in which

uTSGAN showed less desirable results the average 0.36 times worse. This could be

contributed to needing more time for the training, i.e. more epochs; but is more

likely the case that the generated spectrograms are of poor quality compared to

the time series contributed and that the penalty in the loss function overwhelmed

the time series.

For the medium training data sets, uTSGAN achieves better FID scores than

ten data sets by the 250th epoch, twelve by the 500th epoch, fourteen by the 750th
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epoch, and 16 by the end of the training. Of those four data sets not achieving

a better FID, uTSGAN was only 0.63 times worse than TSGAN while being 6.93

times better in those data sets it beat. This again shows the progression of learning

over time showing an increase in performance while training continues.

A similar story is seen when looking at those data sets classified as large train-

ing. uTSGAN outperforms four of the data sets by the 250th epoch, five by the

500th epoch, eight by the 750th epoch, and eleven by the end of the training. Of

those data sets which uTSGAN did not perform better, our FID score was only

0.39 times worse than that of TSGAN; while the winning data sets were 8.23 times

better in FID scores.

Overall uTSGAN achieves FID scores 6.04 times better than the original TS-

GAN, showing the unified loss function and dependency in training, adds value

to the time series generation. It also is important to note that during training.

All data sets saw an increase in FID performance as training went on, showing

consistent learning and generation in this unified architecture of sibling GANS.

For an abstract analogy, please follow. In the original TSGAN, the generator G

of WGANx is like a cousin to the generator F in WGANy while the discriminators

in both, Dx and Dy, are the bullies on the playground. Alone, G can easily fend

off their bully while F has a difficult time because Dy is a much larger and a more

dangerous bully. Once G is finished with Dx it helps F but from behind the fence

because it’s not really their fight (i.e. shouting words of encouragement, or telling

them how they dealt with their bully, etc.).

uTSGAN, G takes the role of an older sibling instead of cousin, one that is

more interested in helping F fend off Dy instead of just handling DX , and there

is no fence. Together, G and F support each other, since Dy is still the greater
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danger more emphasis is taken into dealing with that bully by both G and F .

Meanwhile Dx is dealt with in turn once Dy is at bay momentarily. This metaphor

of big sibling helping little sibling, and a two-on-two scenario versus a one-on-one

is seen in the results shown in Figure 4.8 - Figure 4.13 as well. The generator G

allows for its spectrograms to be faulty during training to help out the generation

of F ’s time series data. Though DX might distinguish G’s spectrograms from real

ones alone when Dx is dealing with the loss of Dy as well it allows F ’s generation

of signals to happen better and quicker.

4.4 Multivariate uTSGAN Comparison

Since we now have a better generative model for time series, we wanted to look at

how well uTSGAN does on multivariate data, something TSGAN did not address.

For comparison, we use a state-of-the-art algorithm to compare our results with

the work from Yoon et al. [179] called TimeGAN. TimeGAN uses both super-

vised learning and unsupervised learning in their multivariate time series genera-

tion method by having four separate RNNs work in the lower dimensional feature

space instead of the input space. One RNN is used for embedding into the feature

space, one is used for reconstruction from the feature space, and two are used

as generators and discriminators both working on the feature space. TimeGAN

showed the ability to generate multivariate time series data and compare their

results to WaveNet [125], WaveGAN [44], C-RNN-GAN [116], and RCGAN [51].

TimeGAN uses four data sets in their study: private medical data (150K signals,

54D), stock data (3700 signals, 6D), generated sines (10k signals, 5D), and energy

consumption UCI data (19.7K signals, 29D). Since the stock and energy consump-
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tion data sets are open sources, we choose to use them for no bias. To illustrate

how well uTSGAN generates multivariate data, we use a visual comparison, to

map our generated data to 2D space using principal component analysis (PCA).

The plots in Figure 4.14, demonstrate how well uTSGAN covers both data set’s

(a) Stock data PCA visualization. (b) Energy consumption PCA visualization.

Figure 4.14: Results of uTSGAN on two multivariate data sets.

original data distribution. The exception is in the stock data, we see some outlier

data points shooting out from the middle of the distribution. This is not the case

in the PCA plot for energy consumption, where it appears the synthetic data is

directly on top of the original distribution. Rationalizing the outlier in the stock

data could come from uTSGAN over generating on the data due to the small signal

length.

Quantitatively we compare uTSGAN with the other mentioned methods by

comparing how well an RNN can discriminate between the real data and the gen-

erated data. In this metric, we want the smallest score possible, seeing that if the

real and synthetic data are similar, then a discriminator would not be able to tell

the two apart, i.e., random guessing of at 50%. To calculate the accuracy in Table
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Table 4.1: Multivariate generation discrimination metric for stock and energy data.
The lower the score the better. Calculated by accuracy-0.5.

Method Stock Data Energy Data
uTSGAN 0.112 +/- 0.045 0.215 +/- 0.023
TimeGAN 0.102 +/- 0.021 0.236 +/- 0.012
RCGAN 0.196 +/- 0.027 0.336 +/- 0.017

C-RNN-GAN 0.399 +/- 0.028 0.499 +/- 0.001
WaveNet 0.232 +/-0.028 0.397 +/- 0.01

WaveGAN 0.217 +/- 0.022 0.363 +/- 0.012

4.1, the accuracy from the RNN discriminator is subtracted by 0.5; ideally zero

would be the score, meaning the discriminator has to guess randomly. Scores are

averaged over 25 random times with their variation.

Table 4.1 reflects uTSGAN generating multivariate data competitively against

other top generative algorithms. As expected with the visual comparison, uTSGAN

achieves the best discriminatory score on the energy data set and second best score

behind TimeGAN on the stock data set. It is interesting to note that our accuracy

range does achieve the best one time accuracy on both data sets but does not hold

onto it through the average.

Our method competes closely with TimeGAN while beating the other methods

by factors of two to three times better. TimeGAN benefits from merging supervised

and unsupervised learning to create their generations while uTSGAN benefits from

learning their conditional input to create its generations. The other methods do

have conditional input or different means for generation other than just random

noise but fail compared to the other two methods.
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4.5 uTSGAN Summary

We have defined a uTSGAN objective function the creates a dependency across

both WGANx and WGANy in their generation of both 2D and 1D data. uTSGAN

has shown tremendous progress in time series generation. Unifying the two sub-

networks WGANx and WGANy loss functions in uTSGAN now allows them to

work together to generate better time dependent data. We look closer at the unified

loss function itself and delve into penalizing the spectrogram image generation and

the reconstruction of the time series data from the image. uTSGAN achieves a

better FID score as training continued, and we expect this spectral conditioning

and dependency now holds the key to unlocking better time series generation.
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Chapter 5

Local Reconstruction to Improve

Generated Time Series

5.1 Prolog of Reconstruction Loss

The unified time series generative adversarial network (uTSGAN) in the earlier

chapter has shown systematic improvement to generate synthetic time series, due

to coupling the learning relationship between the two loss functions. Our exper-

iments prove that as the spectrogram image begins to look more realistic, the

time series data also improves. Now we have uncovered a path to improve time

series generation by improving the quality of the spectrogram, the next phase is

to extend uTSGAN with a local regularization loss which measures how close the

reconstructed input is to the original input. These methods tend to produce overly

smoothed images or block artifacts because they can only exploit local image prop-

erties. We proceed with the challenge to improve the generation of the spectrogram

image during training, hopeful that our time series will improve with less training
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epochs.

In the GAN community there have been several works that look at strength-

ening the adversarial loss of the GAN by including additional losses as penalties

terms in the optimization scheme. This is seen a lot in image to image translation

and image super resolution algorithms [131]. Several algorithms proposes using

the mean squared error (MSE) which uses the L2 loss and the mean absolute error

(MAE) which is the L1 loss [81, 187, 178, 1, 102, 186, 1, 56, 127]. Others have

explored the idea of pixel wise penalization reconstruction loss along with patch

based methods [186, 103, 171, 103, 171]. Patch oriented reconstruction loss is seen

on several GAN works dealing again with map generation and resolution works

[171, 81, 187, 127].

5.2 Extending uTSGAN with Local Regularization

The uTSGAN objective function Equation 4.6 that we defined in Chapter4, is

formulated to create a coupled learning between the generated spectrogram and

the final time series. In this formulation we express our new loss function which

is similar to the loss function in Equation 4.6 but with the MSE penalty for local

patch reconstruction loss that will enforce local properties on spectrogram images.

Because of the extensive popularity with network learning, we seek to leverage

MSEp =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∥xp
i −G(z)pi ∥

2
2 , (5.1)

which is the L2 loss. Here N is the number of pixels in patch p and xp
i and, G(z)pi

are the pixel values in the real image and generated spectrogram image of that

associated patch, respectively. The L2 loss suffers from well-known limitations.
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For example, when the task at hand involves image quality, L2 correlates poorly

with image quality as perceived by a human observer. This is because there are

a number of assumptions implicitly made when using L2. First and foremost, the

use of L2 assumes noise impact is independent of the local characteristics within

the image.

By utilizing Equation 5.1 the penalized-uTSGAN loss function becomes

Lxy(Lx, Ly, x,G, z) =
1

2
[Lx + Ly] +

1

MN

M∑
p=1

N∑
i=1

∥xp
i −G(z)pi ∥

2
2 , (5.2)

with an average over the total number of patches M . Applying the new loss

function in Equation 5.2 we look to show the quantitative FID score [72, 44, 49]

and visual results empirically from a pixel based L2 loss and varying patch sizes

that cover the spectrogram image.

5.3 Penalized-uTSGAN FID Analysis

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, and bench mark its overall

FID score on subset of the original 70 1D univariate data sets we have been us-

ing throughout the experiments from the UCR time series archive [8, 39]. We

choose two large (StarlightCurves and FreezerSmallTrain), one medium (Distal-

PhalnaxOutlineAgeGroup), and four small (BeetleFly, BME, CinCECGToros, In-

sectEPGSmallTrain) data sets to show experimentally how well our penalized

uTSGAN performs. Within the chosen subset there is a wide spread of modal-

ities including sensor collects, simulated, image based, ECG, and EPG collects to

capture a broad spectrum of collect types. Of these data sets, the original TSGAN

from Chapter 3 did not outperform the 1D WGAN from Smith et al. [155] on three
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of the seven sets (StarlightCurves, FreezerSmallTrain, InsectEPGSmallTrain) also

worth mentioning is that uTSGAN produced less favorable results on the same

sets.

For training, we use the same process as uTSGAN, a cyclic approach that uses

the same training iterations for training the discriminators versus the generators.

Our ratio is five to one for the entire training scenario. A significant difference is

in how we set up the network for patching the spectrogram image. This patching

is not used for the conditional input to the uTSGAN generator F , nothing on

conditioning the generator has changed from uTSGAN. With our penalty on the

learning, patches are formed on the generated spectrogram image and real spec-

trogram image. From here, the L2 loss is calculated per patch and compared to

the same patch on the corresponding real/generated image.

We look at the original uTSGAN results compared to five separate patch sizes

for penalizing the loss function. Our spectrogram image is 80× 88× 3 RGB images

and we look at the following patches for penalizing our loss function: all pixels

(each pixel is a patch with no overlap), 810 total patches (3× 3 patches with

some overlap), 256 patches (5× 5 patches with some overlap), 64 patches (10× 11

patches with no overlap), and 4 patches (40× 44 with no overlap).

The analysis was done with varying patch configuration to set a lower bound

(all the pixels) to an upper bound (four total patches, chunking the image up in

quadrants). We evaluated overlapped patches just to be compare our results to

popular approaches. It is important to note the spectrogram image is the deciding

factor for the number of patches for optimal generation. The patches are more of

a local view of how much coverage is needed per patch of spectrogram image for

better generation.
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We explore the different patch sizes and compare their 1D FID score across

training at 250, 500, 750, and 1000 epochs. Table 5.1 - Table 5.4 show that

penalized-uTSGAN improves the FID on all the data sets by the 500th epoch, and

all of them by the 250th epoch except for the medium size data set, DistalPhalnax-

OutlineAgeGroup. The best improvement occurs when 64 patches over the entire

image.

Table 5.1: The tables shows the FID scores for 250 epochs of training with varying
patch sizes. Data sets: (a) FreezerSmallTrain, (b) StarlightCurves, (c) Distal-
PhalnaxOutlineAgeGroup, (d) BeetleFly, (e) BME, (f) CinCECGToros, (g) In-
sectEPGSmallTrain. Blue: large, Green: medium, White: small data sets.
Red: penalized-uTSGAN performs better than previous TSGAN and uTSGAN.

Epoch 250 No
Penalty

Pixel
Base

810
Patches

256
Patches

64
Patches

4
Patches

(a) 181.6 161.5 160.6 120.7 95.85 180.6
(b) 686.9 281.8 101.7 123.7 76.17 104.3
(c) 127.2 185.1 180.6 182.7 165.9 192.5
(d) 48.80 58.25 50.12 48.25 42.17 59.62
(e) 37.00 32.52 31.85 33.70 25.62 42.99
(f) 91.58 84.28 80.58 71.65 68.65 100.5
(g) 155.4 27.72 29.64 35.82 25.31 34.62

When compared to the two extremes, the pixel based penalty loss has improve-

ment versus uTSGAN as well on all the data sets by the end of training, but

compared to the localized patches does not perform better. This could be equated

to the noise injection brought into the reconstruction which could cause patchy

and non-smooth results in the spectrogram generation. An review of the other

extreme of the patches, the poorest performance is having four total patches. This

could be explained as a result of too much information within a single patch and

losing the localized information. Though the four total patches demonstrate the

worst FID of all the data sets explored, it still performs better than uTSGAN with
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Table 5.2: The tables shows the FID scores for 500 epochs of training with varying
patch sizes. Data sets: (a) FreezerSmallTrain, (b) StarlightCurves, (c) Distal-
PhalnaxOutlineAgeGroup, (d) BeetleFly, (e) BME, (f) CinCECGToros, (g) In-
sectEPGSmallTrain. Blue: large, Green: medium, White: small data sets.
Red: penalized-uTSGAN performs better than previous TSGAN and uTSGAN.

Epoch 500 No
Penalty

Pixel
Base

810
Patches

256
Patches

64
Patches

4
Patches

(a) 65.96 61.05 60.52 68.65 35.12 72.65
(b) 674.9 41.62 25.90 42.81 18.70 55.22
(c) 187.2 120.4 115.7 109.9 95.98 117.6
(d) 32.33 35.32 32.95 31.25 29.85 37.68
(e) 32.63 20.13 20.06 21.21 20.35 31.58
(f) 75.22 71.64 72.51 70.35 50.68 79.35
(g) 121.2 25.62 24.86 25.65 17.49 27.36

Table 5.3: The tables shows the FID scores for 750 epochs of training with varying
patch sizes. Data sets: (a) FreezerSmallTrain, (b) StarlightCurves, (c) Distal-
PhalnaxOutlineAgeGroup, (d) BeetleFly, (e) BME, (f) CinCECGToros, (g) In-
sectEPGSmallTrain. Blue: large, Green: medium, White: small data sets.
Red: penalized-uTSGAN performs better than previous TSGAN and uTSGAN.

Epoch 750 No
Penalty

Pixel
Base

810
Patches

256
Patches

64
Patches

4
Patches

(a) 32.74 28.51 27.61 22.65 10.86 31.85
(b) 669.5 26.94 16.05 30.61 8.562 30.58
(c) 63.91 54.85 50.35 42.22 22.58 53.98
(d) 14.59 12.25 11.64 10.95 12.74 15.37
(e) 17.37 16.98 14.32 12.52 15.95 26.74
(f) 68.19 62.85 61.99 23.97 34.23 68.65
(g) 100.6 17.95 18.62 19.63 14.35 22.25

no penalty. A comparison of the overlapping smaller patches and the larger non

overlapping patch reveals that the 10× 11 patch size covering the image has the

better results. This size holds the most localized information from the spectrogram

while being large enough to not inject noise into the image.

As noted earlier, there were three data sets in which TSGAN or uTSGAN

achieved better results than the 1D WGAN [155]: StarlightCurves, FreezerS-
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Table 5.4: The tables shows the FID scores for 1000 epochs of training with
varying patch sizes. Data sets: (a) FreezerSmallTrain, (b) StarlightCurves, (c)
DistalPhalnaxOutlineAgeGroup, (d) BeetleFly, (e) BME, (f) CinCECGToros, (g)
InsectEPGSmallTrain. Blue: large, Green: medium, White: small data sets.
Red: penalized-uTSGAN performs better than previous TSGAN and uTSGAN.

Epoch 1000 No
Penalty

Pixel
Base

810
Patches

256
Patches

64
Patches

4
Patches

(a) 11.4 5.302 4.312 4.251 3.218 12.62
(b) 664.3 19.37 13.71 11.89 6.512 26.32
(c) 14.01 11.26 11.25 11.86 9.654 13.52
(d) 12.61 10.89 10.05 11.25 9.351 14.25
(e) 19.55 11.51 11.07 10.65 11.65 19.69
(f) 68.07 40.65 35.85 20.37 19.25 45.27
(g) 85.67 17.84 17.20 17.75 15.01 17.84

mallTrain, and InsectEPGSmallTrain. The localized penalty term on uTSGAN,

outperforms all variants of 1D generation. StarlightCurves best FID score was

42.47 from the 1D WGAN, and achieved a 664.3 with uTSGAN before penalizing

the spectrogram generation. With regularization and the 64 patches, penalized-

uTSGAN achieves a score of 6.512, which is a FID score that is approximately one

hundred times better than uTSGAN and seven times better than the 1D WGAN.

This improvement is seen on all penalization roughly thirty times or better than

uTSGAN or the 1D WGAN variants. Penalized-uTSGAN continues to perform

few shot generation, achieving an even better FID score on the small data sets

(BeetleFly, BME, CinCECGToros, and InsectEPGSmallTrain).

Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 exhibit data sets that confirm the penalized-uTSGAN

can assist with generating less noisy spectrogram images. This in turn generates

more realistic time series data. In the StarlightCurve data set, we can see the over-

all structure of the time series is maintained more than without the penalization.

This is also the case with the FreezerSmallTrain classes, which preserves the sharp
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No Penalty Pixel Wise 64 Patches 4 Patches

664.3 19.37 6.512 26.32

Figure 5.1: StarlightCurves class 1 examples of uTSGAN and penalized-uTSGAN
generated spectrogram images with corresponding time series for specific patch
based approach. The bottom row is the FID score after 1000 epochs of training.

No Penalty Pixel Wise 64 Patches 4 Patches

11.40 5.30 3.218 12.62

Figure 5.2: FreezerSmallTrain class 1 examples of uTSGAN and penalized-
uTSGAN generated spectrogram images with corresponding time series for spe-
cific patch based approach. The bottom row is the FID score after 1000 epochs of
training.

transitions in the time series better with the penalized 64 patch option.

5.4 Acoustic Data Comparison

To this point our experiments have been focused on the standard data set to eval-

uate our research. In this section we venture into experimenting with a collection

of real world acoustic events. This data was collected on a mobile device at a rate
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of 8kHZ and over a one second time frame. The acoustic events have also been

preprocessed to remove noise and other physical device anomalies. The events

are clipped to 2200 samples compared to the 8000 collected. We run the acoustic

data on our variants of TSGAN and show the corresponding FID score with the

associated generations. Figure 5.3 shows the generated time series data of the

corresponding generative algorithm applied.

The penalized-uTSGAN outperforms the other methods not only in visual rep-

resentation but also the best FID score. The regularization of the spectrogram for

better image reconstruction quality improves reduces the amount of noise in the

time series data as well. We know the lower the FID score the better the quality

of the spectrogram image.

5.5 Penalized-uTSGAN Summary

We have shown that penalizing the spectrogram image in the form of a reconstruc-

tion loss increases the performance of the time series generation. Localizing the

patch loss on the image shows improvement compared to pixel wise L2 penalty

which could be injecting noise into the reconstruction and causing outliers. Large

localization patches cause an adverse effect and decreases the quality in the time

series generated. Penalized-uTSGAN consistently outperforms all other methods

of time series generation explored in this dissertation. With our empirical analy-

sis we clearly show that penalized-uTSGAN is one step closer to a universal time

series generation algorithm.
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1D WGAN

TSGAN

uTSGAN

penalized-uTSGAN

Real Time Series

Figure 5.3: Acoustic event data collected via a mobile device. The time series
generated by the specific algorithm is shown along with the corresponding FID
score for each method.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Conclusions

The merging of time series data and deep learning is vital for advancing technology

that will ultimately impact the world around us. It is critical that we apply deep

learning to many of these time series challenges, regardless of having a limited or

scarce amount of data. Modeling and simulation tools would be the traditional

solution to the problem of small data sets, or a real world data collection where an

abundance of data is collected for the desired situation. When these are not feasible

options to acquire data, many machine learning algorithms encounter problems due

to data deprivation. Our work specifically addressed the data issue by applying

machine learning to model and generate synthetic time series.

In this dissertation, we have shown that TSGAN can generate realistic syn-

thetic 1D signals across a comprehensive collection of data types: sensor, medical,

simulated, motion, and other within the human perceptual desire. The TSGAN

shows the ability of few shot generation on data sets with as little as twenty signals
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per class. We defined a unique architecture that incorporated generating spectral

images that are used to condition a time series generation. Evaluation of the TS-

GAN indicates state of the art results in both time series generation and few shot

generation of signals.

Although TSGAN demonstrates promise in time series generation, we extend

the algorithm by mathematically redefining how learning is done in TSGAN. This

led to the unification of the loss functions to create uTSGAN. uTSGAN is condi-

tioned with a spectral image that showed aid TSGAN in better signal generation.

With this unification, the uTSGAN generates more realistic time series on the same

standard data sets explored with its predecessor. Ultimately, we show uTSGAN

can generate better synthetic data more efficient than TSGAN, achieving a higher

FID score in more than 60% of the data sets compared in 75% of the training

time needed. We also have shown that uTSGAN generates better quality time

series over the same amount of training time, resulting in an FID score six times

better than that of TSGAN in over 75% of the data compared. In this research

analysis the penalized-uTSGAN objective function constrained the spectrogram

generation by adding the L2 reconstruction loss function. This extension to create

a penalized-uTSGAN, produced more realistic time series data on a small subset

of the standard data set. We performed experiments with several configurations of

the penalized-uTSGAN local window. The correlation of spectrogram-time series

generation, along with few shot is preserved. Penalized-uTSGAN is essentially a

step in the right direction for a universal time series generation method, not depen-

dent on the data being trained on or sub-characteristics of the data, i.e., frequency,

collection methods.
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6.2 Future Work

Our work was focused on creating a generalized time series generative adversarial

network that could create comparable synthetic data. Our work could be leveraged

to study different training adaptations used in other GANs. More research can be

done to examine conditioning with spectral information or more information that

may improve spectrogram generation. Other work to study improving the loss

function to constrain the time series generating GAN could potentially improve

the signal generation and reduce training epochs. Although we have shown some

significant progress on the topic of time series generation, we do not think the

problem has been solved. A universal generation method will increase the number

of research opportunities for the community in this area.
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